
Joyce Robins is known as a ceramic sculptor, part of the 
group that John Perrault designated the New York School 
of Ceramics1. Robins’s academic studies were in painting 
and she came to be involved in clay via a very circuitous 
path. While making 
overall abstract landscapes 
based on light filtering 
through trees, she started 
applying ceramic “foliage” 
to her canvases. In effect, 
she was making verdant 
abstractions, when the 
ground dropped away 
and she was left with the 
foliage.

Dry leaves can make 
fertile soil. This is a not 
uncommon modernist 
account. When Duchamp 
took the illusionism 
away from the collage in 
Synthetic Cubism, he was 
left with the readymade. 
Just as Duchamp did not 
become an actual sculptor by appropriating found objects; 
perhaps Robins hasn’t transformed completely into one 
either. Robins’s artistic maturity arrived at the cuspate 
intersection of the generation of process art, postminimalism 
and arte povera, a period in which the diverse traditions 
of painting and sculpture were disappearing. Robins 
creates shaped structures that 
she then glazes and or paints, 
making objects of the female 
glaze that are simultaneously 
polychromed sculptures and 
shaped ceramic paintings. 

At the most she makes 
meta sculptures or painted 
bas reliefs. One can consider 
them ceramic sculptures while 
relating to them as ceramic 
paintings just as well. Indeed 
what seems most salient to 
these objects is their unnatural 
color more than the inflection 
of sculptural form. This color 
sensibility ranges from the 
sonorous to acridly clamorous, 
often with an odd chromic 
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range like works by Paul Thek or Tetsumi Kudo.
When Richard Tuttle dyed a flat canvas polygon and put 

it on the wall he posited painting, soldering an array of tin 
glyphs became sculpture. The painter Elizabeth Murray often 

made ceramic maquettes, 
studies to guide her 
assistants while shaping 
her plywood painting 
stretchers. This process is 
related to Robins’s praxis, 
except that Robins skips 
the building of more 
traditional stretchers and 
relies on the clay as an 
immediate support.

Thus her ceramic 
supports literally give 
shape to the projects. 
These objects are often 
two sided discs, odd bi-
polar coins with reliefs 
and/or painting on both 
sides. Each side reflects 
an inverse mood like 

the other countenance of a mirror. They are alchemical 
equations, Janus-headed constructions. This duality is often 
obscured when the object’s verso is installed flush to the 
wall much like Joseph Cornell boxes mounted so one only 
peers into the proscenium of the box while ignoring the 
collaged backstages. One must choose which visage to face 

out, or put another way, there 
are two options to the works 
and each situation is true. They 
acknowledge and are responsive 
to their environment. Robins’s 
works, rather than being 
specific objects, are things 
contingent to and dependent 
on the wall or floor and must 
be installed to exist. 

Her transparent glazes full 
of craquelure act as frisket to 
mask areas of her supports from 
ink or paint. Glaze functions as 
a resist as masking tape did for 
an earlier generation of New 
York artists. Cracks are pores, 
clay is skin. Stains permeate the 
cracks, dying them with pale 
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fire after Robins wipes the smooth glaze surface clean. They 
reflect residues of process more than tradition, a process full 
of insightful decisions. 

 The surfaces of Robins’s 
works are perforated with 
arrays of burrows. Unlike 
the mechanical grid of holes 
drilled in Jeffrey Mongrain’s 
ceramics or Tony Cragg’s 
sculptures, Robins’s piercings 
are organically strewn across the 
surfaces. Sometimes, one thinks 
of Claes Oldenburg’s iron 
Knäckebrot multiple (1966). 
In other instances the hollows 
are capped with beads as if 
signaling the end of a numinous 
board game. Structural rings 
intersect and link with other 
discs like solid versions of the 
Swedish mystic Hilma Af Klimt’s drawings. More than 
decoration, these penetrations pierce through the clay 
and allow pigment to travel through from one plane to 
its back. 

The gaps between glaze unveil raw porous clay whose 
patches are most susceptible to paint absorption. She doesn’t 
build up her painted surfaces but actually wipes pigment 
away so that the color is residually alluvial, more archival 
stain than surface. Without glaze, pigments can stain the 
clay body. I doubt that Robins’s critics have recognized 
the staining connotations of Frankenthaler and domestic 
chores. When a porcelain fixture is stained, someone in the 
household must wipe away the discoloration, the dirt. In 
Robins’s ceramics, the sealing of clay by clear glaze allows 
Robins to wipe excess pigment leaving only the residual 
hint of tint. Such dying is like a 
watercolor wash, and again one 
thinks of Eva Hesse’s drawings 
with ink wash accretions in grids.

She was of the primal era of 
co-op feminism in SoHo, whose 
benefits are reflected in Robin’s 
early exhibition history on her 
vita. Little discussed in the 
critical literature is that she often 
builds around the circle. Circles 
intersect with others in clover-
like configurations. Other circles 
emphasize their center, creating a 
puckered aureole like Eve Hesse’s 
Ringaround Arosie.  Or the array 
of rosette flower petals – Robins 
also has a degree in landscape 
architecture.

Other works more like frozen ropes, are sinuous and 
floridly fluid. In these the clay body is often not glazed and 

the paint or ink stands out more 
brilliantly than the glazed works. 
Robins made some of these linear 
works in wax and cast them in 
bronze. These vermiform ropes 
tend to be larger in scale, the 
lines arise from the floor like the 
subject of a snake charmer. Some 
lines double back and in their 
coiled densities become mass in 
an almost anthropomorphic way. 
Other stockier bronzes seem 
gnawed, hollows carved out of 
them like the marrow from soup 
bones or lost vertebrae. Without 
color, the bronzes are more 
solemnly serious, sepulchral and 
arcane. 

We don’t have a vocabulary to deal with such objects 
easily. 

To call these amalgams “sculpture” is to ignore the 
innovations of the era they are engaged in. To merely call 
them painted ceramics, is to deny their fully transgressive 
sculptural stance.

They hold pale deference to clay traditions. Seen in terms 
of orthodox ceramic pedagogy Robins’s works must look 
seriously abject. Yet clay is so literally telluric, so natural, 
so amorphous, that it is capable of being manifested by 
both Johann Joachim Kändler’s harlequins and Rabbi 
Loew’s Golem. Clay intrinsically has no form and can be 
called upon to make a torus- stretcher-support for Robin’s 
works as much as a simple cup. Conventions are made to be 
dared and damned. In all its permutations, few artists have 

deigned to work in such a free 
non-pottery-like way with clay 
as has Robins. To live beyond the 
law you must be honest.

1. The group includes Ann Agee, 
Neil Tetkowski, Betty Woodman 
and Arnold Zimmerman. See 
John Perrault, “Big Apple Clay,” 
American Ceramics, Vol. 14, #2 
Spring 2003
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